
L.O.: To begin learning about stars and 
constellations

Steps to Success:
 I am able to describe how stars make patterns

 I know that these patterns are called constellations

 I can copy a famous constellation



A star is a very large ball of burning gas in space 
that is usually seen from the earth as a point of 
light in the sky at night. What is the nearest 
star to Earth? 

About 3,000 stars are visible to 
the unaided eye on a clear 
moonless night. About 100,000 
stars can be seen using a small 
telescope. There are an 
estimated ten billion trillion 
(10,000,000,000,000,000,000,0
00 or 1022) stars in the 
observable universe.

What is a Star?



Task

• Close your eyes and imagine you are 
looking at the dark night sky.

• What can you see?

• Describe what you can see?



What is a constellation?

• Many years ago, people looked at the 
stars and imagined that they could join 
them up like dot to dot pictures and 
make animals, objects and story 
characters from them.

• A group of stars is called a 
constellation.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sZ15SUeS9w


A constellation 
is a group of 
stars that form 
pictures in the 
sky such as 
animals and 
people. Most 
constellations 
come with their 
own stories. 
Examples ae 
signs of the 
zodiac.

http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-kU14PLqQfjk/TcZdk7BbZaI/AAAAAAAAAVY/96KszwHH_AY/s1600/zodiac_constellations.jpg


There are 12 
constellations in 

the Zodiac.

They circle the Earth each year 
and your star sign is the one 

that coincides with your 
birthday.

The Ancient Greeks believed that 
the observation of the stars 
would give them a greater 

understanding of the universe. 

http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Nwx5_OQwfC0/Teaz9d0T8vI/AAAAAAAAAYk/OIecn4bjm6s/s1600/zodiac_clock.gif


The constellation Aquarius represents the cup-bearer. 

The cup bearer gave drinks to the Gods on Olympus 

in Greek mythology. The constellation also 

represented water in other cultures other than Greek. 



In the myth Gaia the earth goddess' youngest son, 

Typhon was so bad that the Gods didn't even want to 

fight him. So when Typhon attacked Olympus the Gods 

left and went to Egypt, and disguised themselves as 

animals. Aphrodite and Eros were fish, that swam down 

the Nile into Egypt. Their fish like figure was later placed 

in the sky. 



In Greek mythology Aries was the ram. Aries may have been 
the ram that had the golden fleece which many fighters or 
heroes of the time searched for.



The constellation Taurus represents the Bull. In Greek 
mythology the bull was Zeus when he turned into a bull 
to capture the love of a woman named Europa. 



The twins of Gemini weren't really twins, they were half-
brothers ,Castor and Pullox .When Castor was killed, Pullox 
was so sad. Zeus let him visit Castor in the underworld. 
Later Zeus put the two next to each other in the heavens. 



Cancer was sent by Hydra to fight against  Herakles
and bother him while fighting the monster Hydra . 
Cancer is located near Gemini and Leo. 



The Lion is said to represent Nemean the lion in Greek 
mythology. Nemean's skin was resistant to all weapons. The 
Greek hero Herakles fought Nemean, choked him, and killed 
him. After killing Nemean Herakles skinned him, and wore the 
skin for protection when he fought Hydra. 



Virgo is the second largest constellation in the sky. 
It represents a maiden. Virgo also announces the harvest. 
Virgo is the goddess of justice. The scales of Libra are her 
symbol. They are positioned next to her in the night sky. 



The constellation Libra represents the scales or balance, 

and it was the symbol for equality. The sun passes through 

Libra on the equinoxes, when day and night are equal 

around the world. 



Scorpio was sent to kill Orion by Gaia, the Earth goddess, because 
Orion bragged that he would kill all the beasts on earth. 
Scorpio is one of the oldest constellations in our sky. 



The constellation Sagittarius is the archer. 
Sagittarius was a centaur, this means he was 
half human, and half horse.



People think that the Capricorn's name means the 

"sea goat" or the "goat fish", but when you translate 

it's name from mythology, it means horned goat. 



The ram, the bull, the heavenly twins,
And next the crab, the lion shines,
The maiden and the scales,
The scorpion, archer, and the goat,
The man who holds the watering-pot,
And fish with glittering scales. 

What zodiac star 
sign are you?

When is your 
birthday?





Extra Challenge 

Make up your own constellation and write 
a story to go with it.

What does it look like?

What is the legend behind it?


